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Introduction
Ischemic heart disease (IHD) remains a significant cause of 
mortality and morbidity, primarily due to associated ventricu-
lar arrhythmias.1 When coronary vessels become occluded in 
IHD, the restricted blood supply can lead to the formation 
of localized regions of necrotic collagenous scar and fibrosis 
within the myocardial tissue.2 The associated structural and 
electrophysiological changes that occur in and around these 
scarred regions provide a highly arrhythmic substrate, facili-
tating both the formation and sustainment of reentrant waves 
of electrical excitation that characterize self-sustaining ven-
tricular tachycardia circuits.
Infarct scars usually comprise of nonconducting, dense 
fibrotic tissue surrounded by remodeled,3 yet still viable, 
myocardium that constitutes the peri-infarct zone (PZ). In 
some cases, the otherwise dense scar may be transcended by 
channels, or isthmuses, of surviving tracts of myocardium 
interspersed with patchy fibrosis (Fig. 1A and B).4 Electri-
cal activation may still propagate through these channels, 
but the wavefront is forced to take tortuous, zigzag propa-
gation pathways around the fibrotic regions,5,6 significantly 
slowing activation. The resulting conduction delay associ-
ated with these conduits of activation provides the prereq-
uisite for successful self-sustained reentry; such mechanisms 
underlie the majority of incidences of scar-related ventricular 
arrhythmias.4,7
Here, we review the important aspects of the electro-
physiological functioning of the infarcted area (both the 
PZ and scar core) and discuss how these functional proper-
ties have been represented within previous computational 
models of IHD. Such models are increasingly being used 
to elucidate important mechanisms that underlie reentrant 
arrhythmias in the setting of structural heart disease,10 
helping understand and guide therapeutic interventions. In 
the second part of the paper, we highlight the potential dif-
ferences in the overall electrophysiological function of this 
region, depending on the specific modeling representation. 
We use this strategy to suggest how parameters and proper-
ties of the scar may have important arrhythmogenic impli-
cations, particularly with respect to transcending isthmuses 
of conduction due to its key role in arrhythmic risk in the 
context of IHD.
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review of current Modeling strategies  
for representing Infarct regions
Image-based computational models of infarct scar. 
Recent advances in magnetic resonance (MR) imaging proto-
cols and contrast agents have allowed us to identify and quan-
tify infarct scarred regions.11,12 Careful analysis of the acquired 
imaging data allows delineation of both necrotic infarct scar 
and PZ (alternatively termed gray zone or border zone), which 
have been shown to correlate well with postmortem histologi-
cal analysis.13 The availability of such high-resolution clinical, 
and preclinical, imaging data of this nature has facilitated the 
representation of scar within image-based computational ven-
tricular models. Necrotic scar and PZ regions may be sepa-
rately identified, or segmented, within the image stack, and 
such information directly translated over to the resulting geo-
metrical computational models created from the images.14 Scar 
and PZ regions have also been included into ventricular models 
using specific algorithms, based on known clinical scar anat-
omy.15,16 Once the scar is identified, the use of unique identi-
fiers associated with individual regions in the computational 
domain allow different electrophysiological properties to be 
assigned to the regions associated with necrotic and PZ tissue.
Many groups have used a similar approach to generate 
computational ventricular models, including regions of infarct 
scar.16–23 These models have been used to understand how the 
altered electrophysiological properties represented by the scar 
and PZ interact with activation wavefronts to induce and sus-
tain arrhythmias,17,18,23 and consequently inform and guide 
catheter ablation therapies.16,19,20 Models of this nature have 
also been used to understand how externally applied electrical 
fields interact with the conductivity discontinuities represented 
by the scar to shed light on the mechanisms of defibrillation21 
in the context of patients with myocardial infarction, who rep-
resent the vast majority of patients receiving such therapies. 
All these studies have concluded that the specific presence 
of an infarct scar significantly influences cardiac arrhythmias 
and antiarrhythmia therapies. Thus, accurate representation of 
scar within models – both geometrically and parametrically – 
is essential to better understand scar-related arrhythmias and 
to advance therapies against them.
Geometrical identification and representation of infarct 
from imaging data. Necrotic scar and the surrounding PZ tis-
sue are normally identified (or segmented) from MR imag-
ing data sets as differences in intensities in contrast-enhanced 
images. Alternatively, preclinical diffusion tensor imaging may 
also be used to identify infarct regions as having less anisotro-
pic water diffusion.14 In the more common case of contrast-
enhanced MR data, threshold methods such as the full-width 
half-maximum method or the standard deviation method24 
are frequently used to segment scar and PZ in a (semi-) 
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figure 1. surviving central isthmus transcending dense scar and its role as an arrhythmic substrate. (A) a direct comparison of an electroanatomical 
voltage map with corresponding contrast-enhanced h MR data, highlighting close correspondence of central isthmus identified by both methods 
(reproduced from ref. 8, with permissions). the white arrows show the central isthmus. (b) a schematic of the reentrant wavefront propagation through 
slow-conducting isthmuses associated with dense scar (reproduced from ref. 9 with permissions). (C) simulated reentrant activation patterns through a 
central isthmus transcending a dense scar. the left images show successful reentry in which the activation wavelength is less than the anatomical path 
length provided by the scar (ie, an excitable gap exists); the right images show unsuccessful reentry in which the activation wavelength is greater than 
the anatomical path length.
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automated manner (Fig. 1A shows a comparison between 
scar delineated via contrast-enhanced imaging and via elec-
troanatomical mapping). Although these methods have been 
analyzed in detail, there remains debate as to their accuracy 
in delineating these complex heterogeneous tissue regions, 
which has also led to the development of use of more advanced 
scar segmentation methods.25 Two recent computational stud-
ies have highlighted the importance of accurately identifying 
scar and PZ regions within imaging data for translation into 
computational image-based models. Both the resolution of 
the initial MR data (comparing typical clinical vs preclinical 
resolutions)17 and the size of the identified PZ18 were shown 
to influence the dynamics of induced episodes of ventricular 
tachycardia within the generated models. In both cases, the 
exact pattern of the reentry (figure-of-eight, focal) and loca-
tion of the reentrant core varied as the specific geometry of the 
scar and/or PZ was altered, highlighting the importance of 
accurately identifying these regions within image-based mod-
els for clinical application.
Arrhythmogenic properties of PZ regions and their 
representation within models. Following their assign-
ment within computational models, the three different tis-
sue regions (healthy myocardium, necrotic scar, and PZ) are 
parameterized with associated electrophysiological properties, 
both in terms of differences in active cell properties and pas-
sive conductivities.
Ionic remodeling in the PZ. Surviving cardiomyocytes 
within the PZ are known to have remodeled electrophysi-
ological properties,3 corresponding to a downregulation of 
numerous individual ion channels and transport processes. 
Downregulation of INa and ICaL causes reduced excitability, 
lowers action potential amplitude, decreases upstroke veloc-
ity, and consequently slows conduction. A reduction in repo-
larizing potassium currents (IKr, IKs, and Ito) causes action 
potential duration (APD) prolongation, which can lead to the 
formation of early after depolarizations. The majority of spe-
cific measurements performed on the downregulation of ionic 
currents in PZ have been obtained from single-cell patch-
clamp experiments on epicardial border zone cells of canine 
infarct models. These data have reported a decrease of 38%,26 
30%,27 and 20%27 from normal value in peak INa, peak IKr, 
and peak IKs, respectively. In addition to these changes based 
on canine infarct border zone measurements, changes to the 
conductances of the sodium–calcium exchange (upregulated 
by 132%) and ICaL (decreased to 31%) have been reported 
from the PZ of rabbit infarct tissue.28 Trayanova et al first 
implemented these reductions in ionic conductances, which 
have been generally replicated in the majority of other stud-
ies seeking to represent ionic remodeling in PZ regions using 
physiologically detailed ionic models.16–23 However, it should 
be noted that the epicardial border zone of the canine infarct 
model exists due to collateral circulation in this species. Con-
sequently, cells from this region may be functionally different 
to the PZ regions in other species including human, defined 
as the tissue surrounding the scar on all sides, at the junction 
of healthy myocardium and dense scar. Other studies using 
phenomenological cell models within image-based geomet-
ric models have opted for tuning the associated parameters 
within healthy tissue and PZ based on optical mapping29 or 
clinical electrogram22 recordings.
The effects on the action potential at the single-cell level 
due to the documented ionic remodeling of isolated PZ cells 
appear to be at odds with the expected behavior of cells within 
the PZ region at the tissue/organ level. The presence of PZ, 
as quantified by contrast-enhanced MR, has been consistently 
correlated with the incidence of cardiac arrhythmias and related 
sudden death,30 suggesting that the specific electrophysiological 
properties of PZ tissue facilitates reentry. A crucial factor deter-
mining the propensity of a scar to act as a reentrant substrate, 
however, is its ability to fit a reentrant wavefront within the cor-
responding anatomical reentrant circuit that it provides.4,16,31,32 
Electrical wavelength in this context depends upon conduction 
velocity and refractory period.31,32 Conduction through PZ tis-
sue introduces a significant delay, due to the zigzag pathways 
it is forced to take as it negotiates around fibrotic bundles.2,5,6 
This delay is crucial in the context of surviving isthmuses of 
conduction transcending dense infarct scars, as it allows tis-
sue at the exit site time to recover, in order to be reactivated by 
the reentrant wavefront [Fig. 1C (left panel)]. Although this 
slowed conduction reduces wavelength, this may be negated 
if PZ tissue was to have the prolonged APDs as measured in 
single-cell experiments (depending on the relative magnitude 
of these effects).3 In light of this, it becomes difficult to rec-
oncile the arrhythmogenic effect of PZ tissue with the antiar-
rhythmic effect of prolonged APD (in the context of increased 
wavelength and arrhythmia sustenance). However, the effects 
of electrotonic coupling at the tissue level are well known to 
significantly alter the action potential characteristics relative to 
their behavior as isolated single cells,33 smoothing out hetero-
geneities in action potential duration and shape between neigh-
boring tissue regions with heterogeneous ionic properties.34,35 
Therefore, differences in electrophysiological tissue properties 
of neighboring scar, combined with these electrotonic modulat-
ing effects, may act to alter the action potential and refractory 
properties of PZ cells relative to their behavior when isolated, 
facilitating a more arrhythmic tissue-level substrate.
Slowed conduction within the PZ. Slowing of conduction 
within the PZ is thought to be one of the major factors gov-
erning its strong association with increased arrhythmic risk, 
particularly key for propagation through surviving isthmus 
regions, which often provide reentrant pathways. A number 
of factors, identified by experimental imaging and measure-
ments, are thought to affect conduction within the PZ, both 
in terms of its absolute speed and also its anisotropy. Although 
the reduced sodium conductance assigned to PZ cells within 
models described above partly acts to reduce conduction veloc-
ity due to its effects on upstroke velocity, significant changes 
to electrotonic cell-to-cell (passive) conductivity properties 
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also occur. Unlike the ionic changes, however, these effects 
have been less consistently represented within computational 
models of the PZ.
The presence of interstitial and patchy replacement fibro-
sis in infarcted PZ regions has the effect of separating myocyte 
bundles, removing their direct side-to-side electrical con-
nections by insulating them from one another.6 Conduction 
transverse to the fiber direction is thus significantly slowed, 
as activation proceeds in a zigzag pattern between the patchy 
collagenous septa.5,6 At the macroscopic scale, conduction 
anisotropy is therefore increased as longitudinal connections 
between myocytes are not effected. The overall effect of this 
conduction disturbance is very often represented in computa-
tional models of the PZ by reducing the transverse conductiv-
ity within the PZ tissue by 90%, yet leaving the fiber direction 
conductivity unaltered.17,19–21
Gap junction remodeling is known to be apparent in 
and around scarred regions, with specific changes to the dis-
tribution and density of the Cx43 isoform (the key ventricu-
lar gap junction protein related to electrotonic current flow) 
implicating conduction.36 Overall, Cx43 has been shown to 
be downregulated in the presence of fibrosis.2,36,37 Such a 
downregulation may be thought to reduce conductivity uni-
formly within the fiber and transverse directions, and thus 
could explain the isotropic reduction in conduction in the PZ 
imposed within some recent computational models.16,18 How-
ever, the effect of downregulated Cx43 on conductivity is not 
clear,38 as there is thought to be a high degree of redundancy, 
with only very large reductions in Cx43 causing conduction 
slowing.39,40 Thus, basing reductions in conductivities assigned 
to computational models upon experimentally measured levels 
of Cx43 downregulation may not be entirely appropriate.
Lateralization of Cx43 – the alteration of the distribu-
tion of the protein to the sides of the myocytes, away from the 
intercalated disks – has been shown to be a prominent feature 
of surviving myocytes within the PZ surrounding infarct scar 
tissue in the human ventricle,41 as well as in the presence of 
fibrosis in heart failure.37 A recent comprehensive modeling 
study (which examined the role of different types of fibrosis 
representation within MR-derived human atria models) used 
these findings to reduce fiber conductivity while increasing 
conduction transverse to the fiber direction (as has been wit-
nessed in atrial mapping experiments).42 In addition to decreas-
ing combined conductivity, such an approach has the effect of 
decreasing conduction anisotropy and is contrary to the reduc-
tion in transverse conduction (increasing anisotropy) imposed 
to represent muscle bundle isolation by interstitial fibrosis, as 
described above. However, representing gap junction lateral-
ization by decreasing anisotropy has not been implemented by 
studies constructing ventricular models of fibrotic regions in 
the PZ. Furthermore, recent experimental results also sug-
gest that, despite the witnessed redistribution of connexin 
under fibrotic conditions, the lateralized Cx43 may in fact be 
nonfunctional,36 explaining the lack of change in patterns of 
anisotropic conduction witnessed in similar scenarios.43 Thus, 
using measurement of changes in Cx43 distributions in PZ 
tissue to inform conductivity corresponding changes in mod-
els may also be misleading.
Experimental imaging studies have highlighted sig-
nificant disruption to myofiber orientation within PZ in 
rat,6 mouse,41 and pig8 infarct models. A similar reduction in 
structural anisotropy (for water diffusion) is often used as a 
marker to delineate infarcted regions (including the PZ) from 
healthy myocardium in diffusion-tensor MRI signals based on 
relatively lower values of fractional anisotropy.14 Macroscopi-
cally (or in an averaged sense), fiber disarray would suggest a 
reduction in effective conduction anisotropy. Thus, as models 
represent electrical activation as a continuum, reduced, isotro-
pic conduction may provide the most consistent representa-
tion of PZ conduction changes applied within computational 
models. However, we also highlight that PZ regions typically 
represent relatively small areas of tissue within models; thus, 
representing overall combined reduction in conductivity in 
this region will provide the most important aspect of arrhyth-
mogenicity, with the specifically assigned anisotropy playing 
a secondary role.
Arrhythmogenic properties of scar core and its rep-
resentation within computational models. Passive electrical 
properties of the scar core. Representation of the electrophysio-
logical properties of the necrotic infarct region itself is also not 
consistent within the literature. Largely, this is due to the fact 
that the specific electrophysiological properties of the scar are 
not fully understood. Although necrotic scar may be consid-
ered as entirely inactive, acellular tissue, recent experimental 
optical mapping studies have suggested that propagation of 
activation into large infarct regions may occur.44–46 One pos-
sible explanation for this phenomena is that surviving bundles 
of myocytes penetrate into the nectotic scar, carrying electric 
impulses and giving rise to detectable optical signals (which 
may scatter through the more optically transparent scar tis-
sue), identified as propagation.44 An alternative explanation 
is that myofibloblasts, although nonexcitable with only pas-
sive membrane properties, may be fully electrically connected 
to neighboring PZ myocytes and could potentially passively 
transmit propagation across large necrotic regions.47–49 Such 
an effect has been demonstrated in vitro on cultured prepara-
tions, which showed how bridges of myofibroblasts can transmit 
across distances of up to 300 µm.50 Ultimately, a combination 
of surviving myocyte bundles with coupled myofibroblasts 
may offer the most likely explanation for possible large-scale 
electrotonic conduction of activation across dense scar regions. 
The existence of an extensive network of passively electrically 
coupled myofibroblasts across otherwise dense necrotic scar 
may have acute effects upon the electrophysiological properties 
of the surrounding surviving myocardial tissue, with impor-
tant arrhythmogenic implications. Measuring these funda-
mental properties experimentally, and using computational 
models to facilitate a deeper mechanistic understanding of 
Myocardial infarct scars and implications for arrhythmogenesis
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their subsequent effects, will no doubt represent an important 
direction of research in the combing years, particularly in light 
of the growing interest in targeting scar and PZ regions with 
pharmacological or direct stem cell treatments.48
Modeling the scar as an insulator. In terms of represent-
ing the scar within computational models, despite the above 
evidence highlighting the important passive properties of 
the scar, the consensus from the majority of work in this 
field (lead by the pioneering work by the Trayanova et al) 
has been to represent the necrotic scar purely as an insula-
tor.16,19–22,29,51 In a monodomain representation, this con-
sequently means that the scar tissue is represented as an 
internal boundary (as it has no intracellular domain and no 
membrane potential – it is acellular). In a bidomain model,51 
it may be represented as a bath (only having an extracellular 
space) with low conductivity relative to the conductive blood 
(usually represented to be present in other bath regions such 
as inside the ventricular cavities and vessels).52 In such a 
representation, the scar provides no electrotonic load to sur-
rounding PZ tissue, and the PZ cells are effectively uncou-
pled from the scar. The presence of this isolating boundary 
around the scar core significantly reduces the electrotonic 
loading of neighboring PZ cells, relative to those adjoining 
the healthy tissue where coupling is high, which may lead to 
differences in the action potential characteristics and refrac-
toriness of PZ cells dependent on their specific anatomical 
location in the infarct region.53,54
Representing the passive properties of the scar. Some recent 
studies have modeled the dense scar in a different manner, not 
treating the tissue as entirely acellular, but instead seeking to 
account for the passive conductive properties of the necrotic 
tissue,17,18,23 which may be thought to represent the averaged 
effect of electrotonically coupled myofibroblasts, as discussed 
above. The study by McDowell et al (2011)23 modeled small 
discrete clusters of myofibroblasts as individual randomly dis-
tributed finite elements (assigned myofibroblast ionic proper-
ties,55 resting potential −49 mV) embedded within the rest of 
the scar, which was represented as an insulator. Two scenarios 
(80% or 0% of the scar region, by volume, was modeled as myo-
fibroblast clusters) were chosen, thus effectively representing 
the scar as a high electrotonic passive load or no passive elec-
trotonic load (complete insulator), respectively. Myofibloblast 
regions within the scar were assigned isotropic conductivities, 
50% reduced relative to healthy (fiber direction) conductivity. 
The studies by Deng et al.17 and Ringenberg et al.18 chose to 
model the scar as having entirely passive membrane proper-
ties. In such a scenario, the passive ionic model (equivalently a 
resistor–capacitor circuit) must be assigned both a membrane 
resistance and a resting membrane potential (Vrest). The choice 
of Vrest made by Ringenberg et al (2014)18 was −60 mV, pre-
sumably representing the elevated resting potential of myo-
fibroblasts, known to be of this order.55 In contrast to the 
McDowell et al study, in this work, the scar core region has 
preserved conduction anisotropy, although conduction in each 
respective direction was reduced by a much greater degree, to 
just 5% of the values in healthy myocardium.
Electrotonic effects on APD and refractoriness of PZ cells. 
Depending on whether the scar core is represented as a pure 
insulator16,19–21 or with passive conductive properties17,18,23 
will significantly affect the associated electrotonic loading 
imposed upon neighboring PZ cells. Electrotonic loading 
is known to affect action potential upstroke and duration of 
cells, giving rise to the modulation of transmural gradients 
in these quantities at the tissue level, relative to isolated cell 
properties due to coupling at the tissue level.33–35 Differences 
in electrotonic loading have also been recently shown to sig-
nificantly affect refractoriness, introducing large gradients in 
effective refractory period (ERP) that are sufficient to initi-
ate unidirectional block under focal ectopic stimuli.53,54 Thus, 
potential differences in the representation of scar within 
computational models (insulator vs passive) may have sig-
nificant effects on both the APD and refractoriness of PZ 
cells. Understanding these effects may help to shed light on 
the arrhythmogenic properties of the scar and the associated 
reentrant pathways through conducting isthmuses and bet-
ter inform the specific parameter choices when constructing 
image-based models.
It is the purpose of this article to perform a series of 
idealized experiments and analytical analysis to present the 
potential significant differences that specific choices of scar 
representation have on the local electrophysiological behav-
ior of infarcted regions. Our findings show that an entirely 
necrotic scar facilitates the PZ region, and the corresponding 
isthmus, to maintain their assigned higher APD; however, as 
the scar becomes passive, electrotonic effects drag down this 
elevated APD, as the scar acts like a current sink. Depend-
ing on the conductivity properties of the regions and their 
geometry, this can result in lower APD values within the 
isthmus (flanked by scar either side) than in healthy myocar-
dium, although often a region of refractory tissue remains at 
the isthmus entrance/exit, as shown to be the case clinically.56 
This analysis leads us to conclude that a necrotic region with 
passive electrical properties (perhaps representing a network 
of coupled myofibroblasts) could facilitate arrhythmias to a 
greater degree than entirely necrotic scar, a consideration for 
future modeling endeavors in this area.
Methods
computational methods. The Cardiac Arrhythmia 
Research Package57 finite element solver was used to solve 
the monodomain partial differential equations for cardiac 
electrodynamics:58
∇⋅ ∇ =
∂
∂
+



− ∈( ) ( , ) , ,σ β ηm m m m m sV C
V
t I V Iion Ω  (1)
where σm is the bulk conductivity tensor, Vm is the transmem-
brane potential, β is the surface area to volume ratio of the 
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myocyte, Cm is the membrane capacitance, Iion is the sum of 
the individual ionic currents, and Is is the stimulus current 
density. The boundary condition on the surface of the myocar-
dium (∂Ω) associated with Equation (1) is
 
n Vm m⋅ ∇ = ∂Ω( ) , .σ 0  (2)
The conductivity was chosen to be isotropic (σm ≡ σm I, 
where I is the identity tensor), reflecting observed myofiber dis-
array in the vicinity of the infarct scar,6,8,14,41 and in all simu-
lations, structured quadrilateral finite elements with an edge 
length of 50 µm and a time step of 20 µs were used. Active ionic 
currents were represented by a widely used human ventricular 
cell model,59 and passive tissue was represented as a resistor–
capacitor network with a specific resting potential Vrest.
computational models. Geometries. A square template 
domain of edge length 4 cm, resulting in 640,000 quadrilat-
eral (two-dimensional [2D]) finite elements, was used to create 
geometries representing isthmus channels surrounded by cir-
cular segments, representing islands of scar (passive or necrotic) 
with a surviving isthmus region. A transition region consisting 
of PZ cells surrounded the isthmus and scar region. A sche-
matic of the computational models is shown in Figure 2.
The radii of the scar and PZ were set to rs = 15 mm and 
rPZ = 17 mm, respectively, giving an isthmus length of 30 mm 
and a transition distance of 2 mm between the scar and healthy 
tissue. The width of the isthmus wPZ was varied between 2, 
4, and 8 mm, to investigate the effects of the computational 
representation of the scar on the electrophysiological dynam-
ics in the PZ region. All chosen dimensions were based on 
experimentally observed values.60,61
Tissue representation. The various electrophysiological 
regions in the computation models were represented by the 
human ventricular cell model by ten Tusscher et al.59, with 
various conductivities and ion channel alterations. These are 
listed in Table 1, where tissue and ion channel conductivities 
are represented as a fraction of their maximum value in healthy 
tissue (healthy tissue conductivity was set to 0.15 S/m), based 
upon other modeling studies.17,18,23
The scar tissue is represented in two ways: passive refers 
to a resistor–capacitor network with no active ionic currents 
(Iion = Vm/Rm in Equation (1)) with properties (unless other-
wise stated) given in Table 1 and necrotic refers to an internal 
boundary in the computational domain, where the no-flux 
boundary condition (2) is satisfied at the interface.
computational protocols. Stimulation protocols. Before 
performing tissue-level simulations, single cells represent-
ing the PZ and healthy myocardium (Table 1) were prepaced 
100 times at a basic cycle length of 500 ms. The resultant 
ionic state vectors (η in equation (1)) were then applied to all 
reaction source terms in the appropriate regions in the tissue 
(Fig. 2). In order to set up preexisting gradients in refractori-
ness, the tissue was then prepaced from the S1 site (the bottom 
yellow line in Fig. 2) five times at the same basic cycle length 
of 500 ms. All APD measurements were taken on the sixth S1 
beat, and all ERP measurements were taken after the fifth S1 
wave had passed the S2 pacing sites.
APD. The APD was calculated by computing the differ-
ence in time from the maximum rate of upstroke until 90% 
repolarization for a normalized action potential (normali-
zed by the maximum transmembrane potential during the 
action potential).
ERP. The ERP was calculated at discrete S2 stimulus 
points in the tissue (Fig. 2) using the bisection algorithm, with 
a tolerance of 1 ms, taking into account the activation time of 
the tissue. The criterion for the bisection search was a success-
ful action potential propagation following a point stimulation 
(of fixed strength) at the S2 site, at a given time after prior acti-
vation from the S1 wave. The details of the bisection scheme 
used to compute ERP are discussed in more detail in Ref. 54.
scar scar
Myocardium
rpz
s2
s1
rs
x
y
Wpz
PZ
figure 2. schematic of the computational domain. inside healthy 
myocardium (pink) is a circular region representing the PZ (orange) 
of radius rPZ, which contains two circular segments of radius rs 
representing the scar (gray). the PZ region contains an isthmus of width 
wPZ, which separates the scar regions. the sites of S1 and S2 stimuli are 
represented in yellow. S1 stimuli are applied to all nodes along the lower 
surface of the domain, and S2 stimuli are applied to small clusters of 
nodes (of radius 50 µm) along the line of symmetry.
Table 1. electrophysiological representation of various tissue regions.
REgIoN TISSUE  
CoNDUCTIvITY
CELLULAR  
MoDIfICATIoNS
healthy 
myocardium
1.0 none
PZ 0.25 0.38 × gNa, 0.2 × gKs,  
0.3 × gKr and 0.31 × gCaL
Passive scar 0.05 Vrest = −60 mV
necrotic scar 0.0 n/a
Note: numbers without units multiply the maximum healthy conductivities.
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results
wave propagation patterns and APd for passive and 
necrotic scars. Snapshots of the wave propagation pattern and 
2D colormaps of the APD for both the necrotic and passive 
scars are shown in Figure 3.
In Figure 3A, the excitation wavefront can be seen to 
propagate quickly through the healthy myocardium and slowly 
through the PZ due to its lower conductivity and reduced gNa. In 
Figure 3B, the APD is significantly lower in the boundary layer 
of the PZ, compared with the necrotic scar, due to the electro-
tonic interactions of the PZ tissue in proximity with the passive 
scar. The APD in the isthmus of the necrotic scar is significantly 
longer than in the healthy tissue due to the remodeling of the 
ionic currents in the PZ tissue (Table 1). In the passive scar case, 
the APD at the isthmus entrance/exit is seen to be raised relative 
to its value elsewhere in the tissue; this is due to the competi-
tion between the ionic current remodeling in the PZ (raising the 
single-cell APD) and the electrotonic interaction of the trans-
membrane potential with the passive scar with a resting potential 
of −60 mV (acting to lower the APD of proximal tissue).
effects on APd of different scar parameters. Here, the 
effects on the APD along the line of symmetry of the domain are 
investigated for both necrotic and passive scar representations, 
for different isthmus widths and passive scar parameters.
APD for different isthmus widths. The effects of the dif-
ferent isthmus widths, for both the necrotic and passive scars, 
on the APD are shown in Figure 4. Figure 4 shows that 
the thickness of the isthmus has little effect on the APD for the 
necrotic scar (A), but significantly affects the APD for the pas-
sive scar (B). The negligible effect on APD in the necrotic case is 
due to the no-flux boundary condition on the tissue–scar inter-
face; the APD is unaffected by the scar, and thus, the thickness 
of the isthmus does not change the APD along the center. The 
large effect on APD in the passive scar case is due to the relative 
influence of the passive scar on the PZ tissue due to the assigned 
resting potential of the scar, because there is no boundary condi-
tion assigned to the PZ–passive scar interface. The thinner the 
isthmus, the greater the transmembrane current flux from the 
isthmus to the passive scar, which acts to shorten the APD.
Influence of passive scar properties on APD. The effect of 
different passive scar properties (conductivity and Vrest) on the 
APD along the centerline, for a fixed isthmus width (4 mm), 
was investigated. Keeping the resting potential fixed at −60 mV, 
the conductivity of the scar was varied by three orders of mag-
nitude: 15%, 1.5%, and 0.15% of the healthy myocardium. 
Keeping the conductivity of the scar fixed at 5% of the healthy 
myocardium, the resting potential was varied in increments of 
20 mV: −80 mV (close to the resting potential of the healthy 
myocardium), −60 mV, and −40 mV. These results are shown 
in Figure 5. It can be seen from Figure 5A and B that the 
APD is relatively constant until the transition to PZ tissue (at 
y = −17 mm) when it starts to increase, due to the raised APD 
in the PZ from the altered ionic conductivities, then starts to 
decrease inside the isthmus due to electrotonic influences from 
the enclosing scar and rapidly approaches a steady value at 
y = −10 mm. The electrotonic interaction between the scar and 
isthmus, due to increasing scar conductivity, acts to decrease 
the APD along the centerline. This is due to the relative influ-
ence of the boundary layer between the scar and isthmus on 
the point at which the APD is measured – the higher the scar 
conductivity the greater the space constant λ and thicker the 
boundary layer; therefore, the scar acts like more of an elec-
trotonic current sink, reducing the APD at the center of the 
isthmus. As the passive scar conductivity vanishes, the passive 
scar acts like an insulator and the computational representa-
tion is equivalent to that of the dense necrotic scar.
The large effect on APD of the varied scar Vrest is due to 
the fact that the magnitude of the electrotonic current sink 
(which acts to shorten APD), from the isthmus to the scar, 
during the plateau phase of the action potential is proportional 
to the difference between the plateau potential (approximately 
20 mV) and the scar potential Vrest. Therefore, the APD inside 
the isthmus is approximately inversely proportional to Vplateau 
− Vrest, in other words as Vrest becomes more negative the APD 
reduces commensurately.
The magnitude of the electrotonic current sink, caused 
by the scar, which acts to shorten APD, may be calculated 
for a one-dimensional (1D) or cylindrical isthmus, surrounded 
by an infinite scar, using an exact solution to the steady-
state monodomain equations (temporal derivatives vanish in 
Equation~(1)). Figure 6 shows the electrotonic current at the 
origin of a one-dimensional isthmus as a function of Vplateau 
− Vrest and scar conductivity, for a plateau potential of 20 mV. 
Figure 6 shows how the magnitude of the electrotonic cur-
rent Im increases as the electrotonic driving force Vplateau − Vrest 
increases, and its dependence on the scar conductivity. When 
the conductivity of the scar tends to zero, the electrotonic cur-
rent remains small even for large values of Vplateau − Vrest.
erP for passive and necrotic scars. The ERP, while 
known to depend on the specific nature of the S2 stimulus, 
provides an indication of the likelihood of wave propagation 
upon spontaneous depolarization of bundles of surviving 
myocytes. The ERP was calculated at points along the line 
of symmetry (as shown in Fig. 2). The ERP for the necrotic 
and passive scars (with tissue properties given in Table 1) is 
A
Necrotic
Passive
30 mV
−80 mV
50 ms 100 ms 150 ms APD
250 ms
350 ms
B
figure 3. Wave propagation pattern at different times (A) and aPd 
colormap (b) for the necrotic (upper row) and passive scar (lower row) 
representations, for the case with the isthmus width of 4 mm.
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shown in Figure 7. In both the necrotic and passive scars, 
Figure 7 shows how the ERP increases significantly at 
the interface between the healthy tissue and PZ tissue (at 
y = −17 mm); this is due to the ionic remodeling of the fast 
sodium current (Table 1), reducing the excitability of the 
PZ. In the necrotic scar case, the ERPs for each of the isth-
mus widths are identical (within the tolerance of the bisec-
tion search), and after the initial increase at the healthy–PZ 
interface, the ERP reduces slightly before increasing inside 
the isthmus. In the passive scar case, the different isthmus 
widths significantly affect the ERP; after the initial increase 
at the healthy–PZ interface, the ERP reduces slightly, before 
decreasing for the 2 and 4 mm widths, and increasing for the 
8 mm isthmus width.
discussion
The first part of this study reviewed the current approaches 
taken in the construction of computational models, which 
aim to represent the electrophysiological changes that occur in 
regions of infarct scar.
The specific manner by which both the scar core and the 
PZ of surviving myocardium that surrounds it are modeled 
was described, summarizing the physiological research that 
has motivated the computational representations, and impor-
tant differences in infarct representations between different 
studies were highlighted.
In the second part of this work, key differences in 
the functional electrophysiological behavior of tissue 
within, and in the vicinity of the scar, were highlighted, 
which are dependent upon the scar representation chosen 
in the model.
Specifically, localized differences in both APD and ERP 
were observed and it was shown that the dynamics of wave-
front propagation around the scar and the mechanisms driving 
arrhythmogenesis in these regions are different, depending on 
the scar representation.
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figure 4. aPd measured along the centerline of the passive and necrotic scar domains for the 2 mm   , 4 mm ----, and 8 mm -.-.-. isthmuses.
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figure 5. aPd measured along the centerline for a passive scar with 4 mm isthmus and varied scar parameters. (A) the scar resting potential is kept 
fixed at −60 mV. (b) The scar conductivity is kept fixed at 5% of the healthy tissue conductivity.
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effect on APd of scar representation. The core of the 
infarct scar is most consistently represented in models as 
being necrotic (ie, a perfect insulator).16,19–22,29,51 In this case, 
the boundaries of the scar act like an insulating boundary to 
intracellular current flux. Within an isthmus, which is flanked 
on either side by scar, the tissue therefore experiences a rela-
tively low electrotonic loading. Consequently, the PZ tissue 
within the isthmus, which has a high APD at the single-cell 
level due to remodeling of various ion channels, maintains this 
high APD as it is surrounded by only similar PZ tissue or 
insulating boundary (as shown in Fig. 4A). Thus, the APD 
of the tissue here is close to its value at the single-cell level. 
As propagation is along the axis of the isthmus, reducing the 
isthmus width did not alter the APD, as the insulating bound-
ary is parallel to the wave propagation direction. At the mouth 
of the isthmus, however, the PZ tissue neighbors the healthy 
tissue with a lower APD. Thus, electrotonic effects result in a 
more rapid repolarization and slightly less prolonged APD of 
the tissue at the entry/exit site of the isthmus, relative to the 
isthmus center.
A distinctive difference is immediately evident in the case 
where the scar core is represented as passive tissue. Although 
not the norm, some recent previous studies17,18,23 have chosen 
to represent the scar in this manner, presumably to replicate 
the effect of electrotonically coupled myofibroblasts, for which 
experimental evidence is mounting.47,48 Representing a scar as 
tissue with passive properties significantly changes the electro-
physiological behavior of the nearby PZ. The passive scar acts 
as an electrotonic current source or sink, depending on the sign 
of the difference between the membrane potentials in the scar 
and in the PZ. The effect of this current source or sink action is 
most evident in the isthmus, which is surrounded on both sides 
by scar. Here, the plateau potential and APD are reduced. For 
example, as shown in Figure 4, at the center of the isthmus (of 
width 4 mm), the APD in the case of passive scar tissue was 
≈280 ms, much shorter than its isolated single-cell value (and the 
corresponding value in the case of insulating scar) of ≈345 ms.
As in the case of the necrotic scar, in the passive case, 
the APD at the mouth of the isthmus differs to that within 
the isthmus itself; however, here, the APD is seen to be raised 
relative to its value within the isthmus center, as opposed 
to reduced in the necrotic case; this can be seen clearly in 
Figures 3B and 4B. Tissue at the exit and entry sites of the 
isthmus is no longer flanked on both sides by passive scar, and 
thus is less affected by the corresponding electrotonic current 
effects, relative to tissue in the isthmus center. Consequently, 
the APD of tissue in this region is less abbreviated and is 
closer to its single-cell value. This effect gives rise to a biphasic 
shape to the APD along the centerline of the isthmus, with an 
increase in APD near the mouth (approaching from the distal 
healthy tissue with lower APD), followed by a decrease to a 
minimum within the isthmus itself (Fig. 3B).
Implications for arrhythmias. The identified effect of a raised 
APD at the isthmus mouth, accompanied by a reduced APD 
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within the isthmus itself, may have important implications for 
arrhythmia genesis and sustenance. As highlighted in “Effects 
on APD of different scar parameters” section, if APD is raised 
throughout the length of the isthmus (as in the necrotic case), 
this seems counterintuitive with respect to the fixed anatomi-
cal circuit provided by the scar enabling a viable reentrant 
pathway (Figs. 8 and 9).
We have shown here that, despite assigning the isolated 
cells in the isthmus-elevated APDs through downregulation 
of various ionic conductances, the possible passive effects of 
the scar may act to pull-down APD, shortening wavelength, 
and making the formation of a sustained reentrant circuit 
more likely.
We further demonstrated that these effects were highly 
sensitive to the passive nature of the scar, specifically, its 
assigned conductivity and the effective resting potential 
(Fig. 5). Thus, the degree of myofibroblast proliferation 
throughout the scar, combined with the level at which viable 
electrotonic coupling with healthy myocytes is established, 
may govern the degree to which the scar acts like a passive elec-
trotonic current sink. Such considerations therefore suggest 
further experimental investigations to understand exactly how 
these parameters may govern the degree to which a particular 
scar may act as a more dangerous arrhythmic substrate.
Refractory tissue at the mouth of an isthmus is known to 
be an important perquisite in facilitating the initial conduction 
block that leads to reentry.57 If tissue at the entry to the isth-
mus remains refractory when a more premature beat arrives, 
it blocks and the isthmus is initially protected from excitation. 
The blocked wave instead travels around the outside of the 
scar and enters the isthmus from the distal side, initiating a 
reentrant circuit (as shown in the left panel in Fig. 8). This 
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figure 8. Mechanism of arrhythmia induction following capture of a focal ectopic beat due to erP gradients within the isthmus. (A) Focal ectopic occurs 
at the mouth of the isthmus, distal to the scar itself (ie, just outside main isthmus). Capture is blocked from directly entering the isthmus at the mouth due 
to the high erP and is forced around the outer boundary of the scar where erP is lower, entering the isthmus from the opposite side. in this time, tissue 
within the isthmus center has sufficiently recovered, and a reentrant circuit is established. (b) Focal ectopic occurs at the mouth of the isthmus, proximal 
to the scar itself (ie, just inside the isthmus). Capture is blocked from exiting the isthmus at the mouth due to the high erP, but is allowed to propagate 
along the isthmus itself, exiting at the opposite end. activation then proceeds to propagate around the scar boundary and reenters the isthmus, setting 
up a reentrant circuit.
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figure 9. Formation of a reentrant circuit upon premature focal 2 ms S2 stimulus in a spatiotemporal region with a gradient in erP (as shown in Fig. 7B). 
time units are in milliseconds.
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mechanism therefore relies on this initial conduction block at 
the isthmus mouth due to increased refractoriness of the isth-
mus mouth relative to its immediate neighbors. Here, we have 
demonstrated that such an effect is possible, both in the case of 
the scar acting as a necrotic insulator and also when acting as 
a passive conductor, due to the noted regions of elevated APD 
at the entry/exit sites. However, as discussed above, in the pas-
sive case, the APD throughout the isthmus length (including 
the entry/exit sites) is lower than in the necrotic case, as shown 
clearly in Figure 3, due to the above-mentioned electrotonic 
sink effects. Thus, when the initially blocked wavefront enters 
the isthmus from the distal end (which would now be excitable 
again in the time taken for the wavefront to propagate around 
the outer boundaries of the scar), it is more likely to be able 
to successfully propagate through the isthmus, exiting out of 
the proximal mouth and reentering. Therefore, the passive scar 
may provide a more dangerous reentrant substrate due to the 
shorter electrical wavelength it provides.
effect on erP of scar core representations. ERP and 
APD represent fundamentally very different quantities. ERP, 
although related to APD, requires two separate stimuli for 
evaluation (S1 and S2) and can only be reliably calculated at 
the stimulus site itself; it thus depends upon the nature of the 
second stimulus (strength, duration, etc.). ERP also depends 
upon the refractoriness of the tissue to be re-excited by the S2, 
whereas APD depends only upon the repolarization characteri-
stics of the membrane potential levels.
In our recent studies,53,54 we have highlighted the vital 
role that local electrotonic loading plays in governing ERP fol-
lowing focal stimuli. In the absence of significant differences 
in APD, large variations were seen in ERP due to differences 
in electrotonic loading brought about by the heterogeneity in 
local tissue structure. Such fine-scale structural heterogene-
ities included proximity to nearby insulating boundaries (tis-
sue surfaces and intramural vessel cavities),53 or rapid tissue 
expansions within PZ regions.54 As ERP depends sensitively 
on the nature of the S2 stimulus, sites that experience low elec-
trotonic loading better confine the S2 stimulus current, with 
less of it diffusing away due to current sink effects. Thus, more 
of the S2 stimulus current may be used to capture the focally 
stimulated region, meaning capture is possible at higher levels 
of refractoriness (shorter coupling intervals), reducing ERP. 
Conversely, in high loading regions (surrounded only by well-
coupled tissue, for example), less of the applied stimulus cur-
rent is available for capture, and thus, the tissue is harder to 
excite, requiring longer coupling intervals, lengthening ERP.
Here, we have demonstrated that differences in struc-
tural and excitability properties in and around the scar region 
lead to important variations in ERP and depend sensitively 
upon the exact manner in which they are represented in com-
putational models. The transition between healthy tissue and 
PZ tissue at the mouth of the isthmus results in a sharp rise in 
ERP, both when the scar is represented necrotically and pas-
sively. First, this is because the PZ has reduced excitability due 
to a markedly reduced sodium current conductance (down-
regulated to 40% – Table 1), making it harder to re-excite the 
tissue. Second, in both passive and necrotic representations, 
APD was lengthened at the isthmus mouth, leading to a 
delayed repolarization phase and prolonged refractoriness.
In the case of the passive scar, the electrotonic current 
sink effect of the scar acts to reduce APD within the isthmus, 
reducing ERP commensurately. However, the same effect 
acts to dissipate the S2 focal stimulus current, making capture 
harder, which increases ERP. Although Figures 4B and 7B 
show that the passive effects on APD seem to dominate the 
ERP, the passive effects on the S2 are apparent; for example, 
there is a difference in APD at the isthmus center between a 
4 mm isthmus (with higher loading) and an 8 mm isthmus 
(with lower loading) of ≈50 ms, whereas the corresponding 
difference in ERPs is less, at ≈40 ms. This relative reduction 
in ERP is because the stimulus current is more confined for 
the wider isthmus case.
Implications for arrhythmias. Focal stimuli from sponta-
neously activated groups of cells are known to represent an 
important arrhythmogenic risk.62,63 Spontaneous beats are 
suggested to be more likely in the neighborhood of infarct 
regions, due to the ionic remodeling in these areas, which is 
known to facilitate early and delayed afterdepolarizations,3,62 
along with the cellular uncoupling and changes in anisotropy 
due to fibrosis.62,64 However, the exact mechanism by which 
focal capture of an isolated region of tissue facilitates the 
induction of a sustained reentrant circuit remains unknown.
We have demonstrated in our previous recent studies how 
significant differences in ERP (driven by fine-scale structural 
heterogeneity) can occur within spatially localized regions. 
The resulting high ERP gradients were shown to facilitate 
unidirectional block of focal stimuli, such that propagation is 
prevented in the direction of high ERP, but allowed in the 
direction of low ERP.53,54 In this study, we have highlighted 
significant gradients in ERP along the isthmus, present both 
when the scar is represented as necrotic and as passive tis-
sue. Both cases showed a large ERP increase in the transition 
from healthy to PZ tissue near the isthmus mouth (explained 
above). Capture of a focal stimulus around the time of the 
local ERP would therefore exploit this gradient; propagation 
would be blocked from propagating into the isthmus, instead 
being forced to propagate around the scar border, entering the 
isthmus instead from its distal end. Block of such a premature 
beat, in which the isthmus is initially protected from excita-
tion due to elevated refractoriness near the isthmus entrance, 
has been shown clinically to be an important mechanism of 
arrhythmia initiation in this context56 and is demonstrated 
schematically in Figure 8A. In the passive scar case, our work 
has highlighted an additional novel mechanism of arrhyth-
mia induction. In Figure 7B, a second steep gradient in ERP 
was seen further into the isthmus center, as ERP falls from 
its relatively high value at the isthmus mouth, to lower values 
within the isthmus center (depending on the isthmus width). 
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A focal stimulus capturing just inside the isthmus may thus 
be blocked from propagating out of the isthmus (as ERP is 
high at the mouth), but may propagate further through the 
isthmus, out of the distal side (where the tissue has now recov-
ered in the intervening time), reentering back around the scar. 
This novel proposed mechanism is highlighted schematically 
in Figure 8B and was found to occur readily in the thinnest 
isthmus. A low-strength S2 stimulus of 2 ms duration was 
applied along the centerline at y = −15 mm at approximately 
the observed ERP (of 330 ms). The stimulus captured in one 
direction only, causing unidirectional propagation and estab-
lishing a reentrant circuit, as shown in Figure 9.
Dependence upon passive properties. Mounting experi-
mental evidence suggests that scar core may indeed have 
important passive properties, driven by myofibroblast pro-
liferation and coupling.47,48 Nonetheless, representing the 
scar as passive within a computational model is fraught 
with difficulties with respect to faithful parameterization 
of properties such as the passive tissue conductivity, rest-
ing membrane potential, and whether to explicitly include 
myofibroblast cell models.
An important aspect of this study has demonstrated 
how the localized changes in both APD and ERP described 
above depend sensitively upon the specific choice of associ-
ated passive parameters, in combination with the width of the 
isthmus. Such sensitivity analysis is important as the exact 
passive behavior of the scar is not yet well measured and will 
differ significantly between individual infarcts. The analytical 
result in “Influence of passive scar properties on APD” section 
demonstrated how the electrotonic current sink effect of the 
passive scar is affected by the conductivity of the scar and the 
potential difference between the PZ and the scar. This result 
is intuitive and shows that the current sink effect is greater 
for a larger potential difference and scar conductivity, and it 
is to lower the APD in the PZ region. Another result, not 
shown in this work, is that the electrotonic current sink effect 
is larger for thinner isthmuses.
In the 2D simulations of “Results” section, increasing the 
scar conductivity increased the electrotonic current sink effect 
of the scar, significantly reducing the APD within the isth-
mus. Likewise, lowering the assigned passive resting mem-
brane potential of the scar increased the electrotonic current 
flow away from the PZ region, increasing repolarization and 
abbreviating APD. For fixed tissue conductivity of the PZ, 
varying the width of the isthmus simply changes the rela-
tive amount of isthmus tissue affected passively by the scar. 
For isthmuses with widths less than a few length constants, 
the center of the isthmus becomes appreciably affected. If a 
relatively large proportion of the isthmus has its APD sig-
nificantly shortened, this may thus reduce the associated acti-
vation wavelength for a wave traveling through the isthmus, 
increasing its ability to act as an arrhythmogenic substrate.
Similar effects on APD have also been examined in a 
previous study by McDowell et al.23 who explicitly represented 
islands of myofibroblasts (of varying densities) within both the 
scar as well as within the PZ itself. The authors showed that 
the electrotonic current sink effect of the myofibroblasts act 
to shorten APD around the scar, increasing arrhythmia pro-
pensity. However, as the electrotonic current sink effects were 
increased, the region became more protected against arrhyth-
mia initiation, as the coupled myofibroblast regions elevated 
the resting potential of neighboring myocardium, reducing 
excitability and blocking propagation. In this study, we have 
focused primarily on the isthmus region and specific changes 
in electrophysiological properties (APD and ERP) that may 
affect arrhythmogenesis in this area.
clinical implications of computational scar repre-
sentation. Computational modeling, in general, reduces 
experimental costs and, provided the model is physiologically 
faithful, aids in mechanistic understanding. It has long been 
accepted that the monodomain and bidomain representations 
of the cardiac syncytium are, in the macroscopic sense, faith-
ful representations of reality. The use of computational mod-
eling to understand the electrophysiological environment of 
the infarct scar is still relatively immature; however, recent 
works20,65 demonstrate that computational modeling of the 
infarct region is clinically useful and may be of significant 
future benefit for patients if applied routinely in the clinic.
Personalized computational models have recently been 
shown to significantly outperform traditional predictors of 
future arrhythmic events.65 The computational geometries 
(generated from contrast-enhanced patient MR images) in 
Ref. 65 include regions of PZ and isthmuses surrounded by 
scar tissue, which was assigned zero conductivity (referred 
to as necrotic scar in this work). Similar approaches were also 
used in the study by Ashikaga et al.20 in which personalized 
models were used to successfully (retrospectively) predict tar-
gets for catheter ablation in patients. As we have described 
in this work, the electrophysiological dynamics in the infarct 
region, and thus the likelihood of the infarct region providing 
a lethal arrhythmogenic substrate and the subsequent dynam-
ics, may be modulated by the specific modeling choices in the 
infarct region.
conclusions
It is currently unknown to what extent the scar core of an 
infarcted region should be considered as entirely necrotic 
(insulating) or passive (containing coupled myofibroblasts). 
We have highlighted that representing either the insulating 
or passive properties of the scar can give rise to significant 
variations in local spatial patterns of both repolarization and 
refractoriness to secondary stimuli.
Both necrotic and passive representations of the scar 
give rise to localized high gradients in both APD and ERP 
at the mouth of the isthmus, which may provide important 
mechanisms for unidirectional block of either premature 
sinus beats or spontaneous focal ectopics. However, a passive 
scar core reduces APD further within the isthmus center, 
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reducing activation wavelength, potentially explaining its 
ability to contain a viable reentrant circuit over an entirely 
necrotic scar in which a high APD is maintained throughout 
the isthmus length.
This study suggests further lines of experimental inves-
tigations aimed to more faithfully determine the electro-
physiological properties of both the scar core itself, and the 
surrounding PZ and healthy myocardium to better under-
stand its potential as a lethal arrhythmic substrate.
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